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Background 
The assessment of hazardous substances status, using the individual core indicator as the basis, and including 
the subsequent integrated assessment, will be updated in the final State of the Baltic Sea report. The major 
basis of this update will be the addition of data from 2016 to extend the existing 2011-2015 timeframe to 
cover 2011-2016. These updates will be reflected in the indicator reports, the summary report and the 
supplementary reports. 
 
In addition, a number of improvements have been proposed by the EN-Hazardous Substances group (EN-HZ) 
that will be valid for the update process. The hazardous substances indicators will in essence follow the same 
update timeline as set out in Document 3-1 (Timeline and plan for update of the report), with the exception 
of possible deviations from this noted in this document (see possible implications for initial timeline). 
 
This document outlines the proposed work, as it currently stands. 
 

Action requested 
The Meeting is invited to take note of the plans and propose how the presentation of assessment results 

should be improved in the final version of the ‘State of the Baltic Sea’ report. 
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Update of Hazardous Substances assessment 
The indicator based update of hazardous substances has been initiated through the EN-HZ group. All 

indicators currently have Leads that are prepared to carry out the update process.  

Two additional aspects were considered for inclusion, pending clarification of study reservations from 

Denmark. These were the PAH metabolites indicator section and the secondary threshold for Cadmium in 

fish liver. 

The process for finalizing the work flow and process for the Hazardous substances is ongoing, though good 

progress is being made. 

Update process 

Data reporting - completed 
Data reporting for hazardous substances should now be complete. The initial deadline was given as 

September 1st 2017 and at State and Conservation 7-2017 it was made clear that to meet the required 

deadlines in this update process data reported, altered or not certified after October 31st risked being 

excluded. 

Clarification of the data extraction table - completed 
The EN-HZ group has clarified the extraction table that will be used as the template for data collation by ICES. 

A test extraction to give an overview of the data availability for each indicator, as well as the required 

supporting parameters, and the specific availability of data for each calculation will take place by 08/11/17. 

Screening of the extracted test data and preparation for MIME script analysis - underway 
This process will involve exploring the test data extraction to determine what data coverage is available and 

what data quantity may be excluded based on imposing certain criteria (e.g. only using filtered or unfiltered 

samples or using both, selection of species). This exercise will inform the specific parameters used and 

included into the MIME script analysis with the view to including as much data as possible (spatial and 

temporal), without weakening the scientific process and statistical validity of the process. 

Alteration of MIME script for indicator evaluation - underway 
MIME script developer expert Rob Fryer will assist EN-HZ with the implementation of required changes to 

the coding. This process is underway with specific issues being clarified now and should be fully resolved after 

the above test extraction has been reviewed. Rob Fryer will also provide EN-HZ with the necessary support 

to run the indicator evaluations (i.e. the MIME script) during this update process. By way of information, the 

Secretariat is currently in discussion with ICES and OSPAR to jointly develop a workspace through which this 

can be done in a more automated and independent way in the future. 

Possible implications for initial timeline 
The requirement for external support and the nature of the process of updating MIME will likely mean that 

the initial deadline set by the Secretariat for the completion of indicator evaluation (December 1st) will be 

missed. This is not currently perceived as a problem and it is proposed that the evaluation will be completed 

at the latest by December 16th ensuring that the hazardous substances assessments are completed in good 

time to meet the next major step (national checking of indicator evaluations and data, starting on January 8, 

2018). 

Specific data reporting and handling changes 
 In the first version of the State of the Baltic Sea a number of data reporting issues were identified. These 

issues resulted in the exclusion of potentially high quality data from the assessments. Countries have since 

returned to the reporting to complete missing aspects where possible. This includes where possible resolving 

issues such as: incorrect coordinates, checking that all congeners (e.g. for PCB indicator) are included, and 
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ensuring required supporting parameters (e.g. carbon content, lipid content, aluminum, etc) are included. 

These issues identified during the first version of the report should in the main have been addressed and it 

is anticipated that it should expand the raw data set available (in addition to the new data from 2016).  

Many of the issues in this section will become clear once the test extraction process has been completed. 

Other information relating to data inclusion - completed 
At EN-HZ 7-2017 and at State and Conservation 7-2017 the issue of using all data from the HELCOM COMBINE 

database was discussed. It was proposed that all data in the HELCOM assessment are should be extracted 

and used in the indicator evaluations irrespective of COMBINE flagging. This issue was highlighted with some 

indicators where the resulting data loss would have been potentially very significant if only using COMBINE 

flagged data. The conclusion for this was that all data was to be used and that at the national checking phase 

it would be indicated (with assistance from ICES) as to what data that had been incorporated was not 

COMBINE flagged so that these could be scrutinized further by Contracting Parties, if required. It is 

anticipated that this process may also result in additional high quality data being included in the assessment 

for the final report. 

Proposed and ongoing discussion related to ‘initial’ data handling - underway 
It was highlighted in the first version of the State of the Baltic Sea process that many of the hazardous 

substances indicators included data that was classified as both ‘full’ and ‘initial’. Full data was classified as 

data that covered 3 or more years at a station, thus allowing it to be processed fully by the statistical analyses 

included within the MIME script. Initial data was defined as data with less than three years of data at a station. 

It was shown that these initial data were the result of two major aspects, the recent initiation of monitoring 

programs for a specific substance or the design of monitoring programs that may only monitor a particular 

substance twice in any given monitoring period.  

During the first version of the report this data was excluded from the indicator assessments but included in 

the integrated assessments (as a mean value that consequently reduced the confidence in the overall 

assessment of that assessment unit). It was however noted that in general all cases where initial data existed 

that this initial data was of a similar level and quality to the full data. 

The EN-HZ group, in combination with the MIME expert, are discussion the practicalities and statistical 

validity of an alternative method which would allow the correct and suitable inclusion of initial data into the 

indicator assessments. This should create a greater confidence in the assessment and also increase the data 

inclusion into the assessments. 

These changes may also result in an improved way to visualize the data used in the assessments (i.e on the 

maps) for the indicators and within the supplementary reports. If a suitable way to use full and initial data is 

confirmed then it is proposed that in addition to the overall status assessment a way to indicate the data (full 

vs initial) will be also included on the maps also. One possibility would be to include this information as point-

wise symbols overlayed above the assessment unit status colour. 

Integrated assessments 
The integrated assessment are planned to be run by the Secretariat. The above issues need to be resolved 

first to enable the required changes to be made to the CHASE script, i.e. if the initial data is included at the 

indicator level this will need to be reflected in the CHASE methodology. 

Commenting of Hazardous substances supplementary report 
The supplementary report on hazardous substances has been distributed to the contacts of EN-HZ and State 

and Conservation. It was noted at the State and Conservation 7-2017 meeting that there were initially 

problems preventing access to the hazardous substances supplementary report. These issues have mainly 

been resolved now and the information was re-sent. A reminder is planned on this aspect to all ENs/WGs 

before the deadline. 
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One aspect that has been noted as requiring update is Table 1. It has been noted that this currently contains 

some errors, however it is also noted that this table reflects the data extraction table (as above) and will thus 

need to be updated to reflect the final agreed extraction table implemented for the update process. 


